Abstract. This work demonstrates the use of the digital speckle correlation method to analyse the deformation of the metal aluminum films with glass substrate under temperature field. Our results can be adapted to further extend the applications and provide important reference for the designing of the key coating parameters.
introduced as following: (1) Two images of the film's surfaces before and after deformation are captured and compared the difference; (2) The displacement field of film's surface could be measured using interrelation of probability statistics; (3) the calculation formula of deformation could be analyzed and the strain distribution of the film's surface could be calculated. The precision and calculated method of the correlation coefficient plays a key role in DSCM.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of 2-D Digital Image Correlation
The correlation coefficient is match of gray distribution for image sub-region, which could reflect regional similarity between before and after deformation images [11] . The coefficient is given by the expression. 
is correlation. The maximum value of Eq. (1) can be calculated by Newton-iterative method, and then the displacement of sub segment can be given, the strain is derived from by using displacement distribution at last. 
Results and Discussion
The single layer aluminum reflection film samples on K9 glass substrates were obtained from Da Heng photoelectric company of Beijing, the thickness and diameter of the film are 5 um and 15 mm. Figure 2 depicts the experimental setup for the deformation measurements. PTC was used as heating source for obtained stable temperature field, the temperature distribution of the optic film was detected by infrared thermometer. For the aluminum film with four sides fixed, a CCD detector captured the change of the surface. Carbon toners sprayed into the surface of the aluminum film to forming the randomly distributed artificial speckle. When the temperature of aluminum film is increased, the temperature of the toner particles will also increase. In the experiment, the aluminum film and the artificial speckle are simplified considered as a intergrity and deform coordinated. The randomly distributed artificial speckle of the aluminum film surface is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 6. The strain with temperature changes The strain of the local speckles with initial high strain decreases or increases as temperature rising. The strain variation is no single direction. The obvious change of the strain occurs at 80 oC in the same computational area from the U and V strain distributions in the figure, due to the residual stress releasing during the heating process. At first, the deformation of the film surface mixes the residual deformation and thermal deformation. And then, temperature rising benefits residual stress release, the thermal deformation can be investigated obviously. The strain distributions of U and V field are relatively stable at 80 oC. When the temperature rises above 100 oC, the film can suffer damage, even to strip at last. The maximum strain and minimum strain of the U and V fields with temperature changed are showed in Fig. 6 . The same result can be gained in numeral repeated tests, which can be reflected the temperature influence factors with the film deformation. The maximum strain of the aluminum film is 0.25%-0.28%. The compress strain of V field is not changed obviously. The reasons and mechanism should still be further discussed and analyzed.
Conclusion
In this investigation, a simple and practical scheme for the surface deformation of the aluminum film with temperature has been demonstrated based on DSCM. The thermal deformation of the single layer aluminum reflection film samples under various changed temperature were investigated. The experimental results can be effectively studied the thermal damage and mechanism, and eliminated the residual strain using the thermal load during the coating process. Related conclusions can provide important reference for designing the coating technology.(This Project is supported by the education department of Heilongjiang 11531277).
